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Evaluating Potential Children’s Health Risks in Advertising and Marketing 

 

Childhood obesity is becoming a major issue in the United States.  America has been 

dubbed one of the fattest countries of the world.  McDonalds is unfortunately being viewed as 

the source of the problem.  While the real source of the problem could be the parents, 

McDonalds does play a somewhat significant role in the issue.  McDonalds’ use of the Ronald 

McDonald clown, Happy Meal trademark, and toys has landed deceptive marketing and 

advertising accusations in the plate of the world’s largest fast food chain.  

As an image and symbol associated with the fast food chain, Ronald McDonald has been 

the subject of criticism from children’s nutrition advocates and health officials because of the 

growing problem of childhood obesity.  Children can be drawn to friendly clowns and the golden 

arch of McDonalds as a magical playground.   Most children love clowns; they see them as a 

welcoming subject who gives them balloons and other toys to enjoy.  A clown that is associated 

with a fast food restaurant has the power to draw children to eat at the restaurant which can have 

a negative effect on their health.   
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The ethical issue present is McDonalds’ marketing toward children.    McDonalds is one 

of the largest fast food companies in the world and it’s important to realize whether or not the 

chain’s advertising and marketing campaigns are in alignment with social responsibility, the 

ultimate goal of any organization.  “The issue of marketing to children really brings that into 

focus; with food marketing a timely lens, the issue of obesity a hot health care crisis, and 

McDonald’s handling of responsibility, as one of the world’s largest fast food chains,” states an 

article in the Magazine of Corporate Responsibility (O’Brien, 2011).   

The Happy Meals, which include toys, have come under criticism.  San Francisco has 

voted to ban the selling of toys with fast food that exceeds a certain level of calories, sugar, salt, 

and fat.  “McDonald’s was accused of deceptive marketing practices to children over the lure of 

toys as an inducement to buy Happy Meals. Healthy alternatives are available, apple slices in 

place of fries and milk instead of soda – if kids are willing to eat them. But, there is still the issue 

of high sodium content in burgers” (O’Brien, 2011).  A Sacramento mom even filed a class 

action lawsuit against McDonalds, claiming the chain’s use of toys as bait has led her children to 

choose food that is poor in nutrition content (Center For Science in the Public Interest, 2010).   

Corporate Accountability International voted to fire Ronald McDonald and encourage 

McDonalds’ headquarters to stop advertising to children by delivering petitions to individual 

restaurants in advance of McDonalds’ shareholders meeting (O’Brien, 2011).  McDonalds’ CEO 

Jim Skinner responded to the proposal by stating McDonalds’ right to freely advertise, offer 

menu and lifestyle selections, and leave the parents the right to choose what to feed their 

children, reinforcing personal responsibility to the parents (O’Brien, 2011).  Marketing toward 

children raises significant concerns, whether it is food, clothing, or anything else, because of the 

http://www.cdc.gov/obesity/causes/economics.html
http://www.cspinet.org/new/201012151.html
http://www.naturalnews.com/030074_Happy_Meal_decompose.html
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advertisement’s ability to grasp and manipulate the child’s thought process and behavior.  The 

main concern of McDonalds’ is that it is fast food; and many have raised concern over the ability 

of children to be drawn to the toys and the other messages of happiness and playfulness that are 

part of the McDonalds’ fast food and advertising and marketing empire.  

McDonalds may use advertising and marketing toward children to get more diners in its 

restaurant.  “‘Go after kids’ is how Roy Bergold, who headed McDonalds’ advertising for 29 

years…described the company’s strategy in an article in QSR magazine. Kroc said that if you 

had $1 to spend on marketing, spend it on kids…because they can’t get to your restaurant by 

themselves and they eat a lot” (Center For Science in the Public Interest, 2010).  The article also 

states that “Bergold also acknowledged…that companies have found that kids are a lot more 

tempted by the toys than the food.  McDonalds gets into the parents’ wallets via the kids’ minds, 

according to an online presentation by Martin Lindstrom, who advises McDonalds on branding 

and ‘neuromarketing’” (Center For Science in the Public Interest, 2010).   

What I now conclude from this research is McDonalds attempting to use Ronald 

McDonald as an advertising and marketing scheme to lure children to eat at their restaurants.  

The photo depicting the Ronald McDonald clown standing with his arms out, hoping to link 

hands with children and take them to eat happy meals at McDonalds, is somewhat terrifying to a 

health conscious individual.   It uses a friendly clown, which most children love, in an attempt to 

lure the support of children.   The ethical questions related to advertising and marketing are 

whether or not McDonalds’ targeting toward children is ethically responsible or irresponsible 

and if the use of Happy Meal toys is a detrimental factor in children’s nutrition decline.  
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